
MANSION QUEST. 

To get off the train 

To get off the station 

Can't open your suitcase 

STAND/OPEN DOOR/JUMPas train passes 
station.If you leave suitcase on train 
you can get it from left luggage office 
outside station . when it turns up later 
GO OFFICE 
SEARCH POCKETS and find ticket.Go to 
waiting room WAIT for station master to 
open gates.GIVE TICKET 
The small key you have will do the trick 
UNLOCK CASE/OPEN CASE/SEARCH CASE and 
you find your wallet(keep the key as you 
need it in the mansion) 

********************************************************************** 
Equipment.Where it is and what it's for! 

AXE At bottom of hole in closed road 
CHOP TREE:bridges hole so you can go north CROSS BRIDGE 

LONG POLE Located far side of hole 
GET POLE:used in punt to cross to island 

ROPE In roadmenders' hut 
Needed to get into mansion 

PICKAXE In hut on island 
Need later in mansion 

TORCH In hut on island SEARCH HUT 
TORCH ON ... TORCH OFF 

MATCHES Buy at kiosk if you have wallet 
Use in church to light candle EXAM ALTAR to see candle 
LIGHT CANDLE .. PRAY ... Vicar appears and gives you message 
Taxi also appears on taxi stand which takes you to mansion 
make sure you have WALLET/PICKAXE/ROPE/TORCH/KEY and then 
ENTER TAXI to be taken to mansion 

********************************************************************** 
HOW DO I GET INTO THE MANSION?? 

Around the back of the mansion is a tree CLIMB TREE and you are then 
on an overhanging branch. TIE ROPE and you can then get down into the 
mansion grounds.Explore the grounds before going inside.EXAMINE POOL 
(it's full of acid)SEARCH SHED and you find potash which will 
neutralise the acid.THROW POTASH and you can then go west across the 
pool and as long as you have the spade can DIG in the garden to 
unearth a flagstone.Read the message on it and MOVE FLAGSTONE/DIG 
and you will find car keys.Take keys to garage and go south to rear of 
car EXAM CAR to see boot.UNLOCK BOOT to find cash and hide it in shed. 
********************************************************************** 
WHAT DO I DO WHEN I GET INSIDE?? 

The way up is blocked(it will clear when score is 80%!) The way south 
is bricked up so USE PICKAXE to smash down wall and go south but don't 
go further south than the study at present! In the snooker room GET 
CUE and note the value of the missing snooker balls as this is the 
combination to the safe,Return to the study and DIAL 2753.In the safe 
are share certificates.Take them to the garden shed,cross the pool 
again, get and wear the rubber boots you find there.Go back inside the 
mansion and go south from the study and if you still have the suitcase 
key unlock the tool cupboard UNLOCK CUPBOARD . 



There is a diamond inside but leave it just now.PULL LEVER first pull 
drains pool so go to pool location GO OPENING .. it's dark in there so 
make sure you have the torch.The route through the maze of tunnels is 
WEST/SOUTH/SOUTH/NORTH/UP north from the steps is a steel door with a 
button high up on the wall so you need the cue to reach it.PUSH BUTTON 
opens the door, ignore the water and go IN/UP to the hidden 
alcove.CLIMB TABLE to see a trapdoor in the ceiling.DOWN off table 
then WAIT/WAIT for the water to drain away.DOWN/OUT/PUSH BUTTON( for a 
second time to open trapdoor)IN/UP/CLIMB TABLE/UP into the attic 
SEARCH ATTIC to find portrait.EXAM PORTRAIT/REMOVE FRAME you find the 
title deeds to the mansiom. Retrace your steps to the garden shed.DROP 
DEEDS.Go back inside the mansion,pull the large lever twice more to 
open the chest in the kitchen.ENTER CHEST and you come out in the 
garden.Locate the tree and DIG to find a box of gems.get them and drop 
them in the garden shed.SEARCH SHED (for the second time)to find a 
pair of gloves get them and wear them.Enter the mansion for the last 
time and your score should be 80% so you can now go UP and pick up the 
diamond on the way ... cut the glass case that is over the will CUT 
GLASS and if you are wearing the gloves you can safely pick up the 
will ... that's it .... you should now have 100%!! 


